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Featuring Coats & Clark™ Polyester Machine Embroidery Thread 

Encourage a sewing friend with this inspirational applique. Arrange 
the flowers then attach them with free-motion embroidery using 
Coats & Clark™ Polyester Machine embroidery thread.

MEASUREMENTS
6" diameter

CUTTING
From white cotton:
(1) square approximately 12" x 12"

From different colored fabric 
scraps using the pattern given: 
(6) flowers
(7) leaves
(6) flower centers
Raw edge flower on page 3.

PREP
Spray the white cotton with spray 
starch and press. This will give the 
fabric some extra body, and help 
to prevent puckering.

EMBROIDER
1. Remove the presser foot and 

ankle from your machine. 
2. Select straight stitch.

3. Lower the feed teeth (feed 
dogs) following the instructions 
in your User’s Manual.

4. Thread with Coats & Clark™ 
Embroidery thread on top.

5. Wind a bobbin with Embroidery 
thread to match or use Coats & 
Clark™ bobbin thread.

6. Hoop practice fabric by placing 
the outer hoop on a flat surface. 
Then place the fabric over the 
hoop. Finish by placing the 
inner hoop inside the outer 
hoop and tightening the screw, 
pulling the fabric gently as you 
finish tightening the screw 
using a screw driver. 

7. Place either light weight tear 
away stabilizer or cotton batting 
underneath the hooped fabric. 
If you use batting, it will be left 
in place. If you use stabilizer, it 
will be torn away.

SEWING, MACHINE EMBRODIERY  I  SKILL LEVEL: BEGINNER

MATERIALS

Coats & Clark™ Polyester Machine Embroidery Thread, Parakeet, 
Sun Yellow, Red Rose, Lime, Purple
Coats & Clark™ Bobbin Thread (Optional)
1/3 yard of white cotton
Different colored cotton fabric scraps
Water-soluble fabric marker or pencil
Cotton batting or light weight tear away stabilizer
Spray starch
6" Susan Bates Hoop-la embroidery hoop
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8. Test sew by taking one stitch, 
and bringing the bobbin thread 
to the top of the fabric.

9. Lower the presser foot.
10. Hold both threads, and begin 

stitching. You are moving 
the fabric! Practice, keeping 
the hoop oriented the same 
way, in other words, have the 
tightening screw to the right, 
and keep it that way at all times.

11. If you are pulling up a lot of 
bobbin thread, loosen the 
upper tension by putting it to a 
lower number. (Make a note of 
where it was, if the Normal isn’t 
marked on the tension dial). 

12. Trace the words “Sew You" on to 
the 12" x 12" white fabric. Trace 
the circle. That indicates where 
the outline of your design 
will be. Keep the flowers and 
leaves within the circle. Don’t 
trace the flowers and leaves. 
We will use the picture as a 
reference to place them later.  
Sew You pattern on page 3

13. Hoop your traced white fabric. 
14. Place tear away stabilizer or 

cotton batting underneath the 
hooped fabric and embroider 
the artwork.

15. Stitch over the words a few 
times.

16. Place your flowers and leaves 
following the pattern given. Be 
sure to keep them within the 
circle allowing at least ½" white 
border around them.

17. Remove the flowers and pin the 
leaves in place.

18. Stitch around the leaves.

19. Replace the flowers and stitch 
them in place.

20. Add the yellow center and 
stitch them in place

21. Your pretty flowers are done! 
Frame them in a colorful Susan 
Bates Hoop-la embroidery 
hoop.
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This square should 

measure 1" x 1"

(2.54cm x 2.54cm) 

when printed.

*** Measure templates before cutting to confirm printing at 100%*** 


